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The Grange Foundation Mercantile is seeking donations of high-quality 
handcrafted items (wood carved items, knife blocks, cutting boards, hand or 
machine-made quilts, leatherwork, upcycled art, metalwork, painted metal or 
cutouts, handmade fishing flies; driftwood items, antler arts, rock art, stained 
glass, gemstone/sterling jewelry, felted craft, hand-spun yarn, baskets, etc.). 

Donations may be hand-delivered to the 153rd Annual National Grange 
Convention or sent to the Oliver Hudson Kelley Farm at 15788 Kelley Farm 
Road, Elk River, MN 55330.  If delivering to the DoubleTree by Hilton 
Bloomington-Minneapolis South, donations must be received by Tuesday, 
November 5, 2019.   Donations sent must be received by no later than 
October 31 and should be clearly marked ATTN: GRANGE MERCANTILE.

Once received, the items will be prepared for sale at the Mercantile and all 
profits will go to the Grange Foundation, a charitable 501(c)(3) organization. 
All donations will receive a thank you letter from the Foundation.
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Questions or inquiries? 
Contact National Grange Lecturer Christine Hamp at 

lecturer@nationalgrange.org or by phone at (509) 953-3533.

Authors Clark Hays and Kathleen McFall have released 
Bonnie and Clyde: Radioactive—the third, and final, novel in 
the wise-cracking what-if series about the infamous duo that 
features the National Grange and its members—as major 
characters. 

As most of us know from history, Bonnie and Clyde were 
outlaws and bank robbers who captured the imagination of 
America during the Great Depression. Initially cheered as 
working-class heroes fighting back for the common man when 
poverty and unemployment were sky high, things got ugly 
when the infamous lovers turned murderous. Even so, the 
legend of the notorious lovers lives on more than eighty years 
after their deaths. 

While their story is a regular staple of movies, books and 
music, these tend to center on the short lives (and bloody 
end) of the doomed couple. By contrast, the central premise 
of this unique series is—what might have happened if Bonnie 
and Clyde survived? 

In this fictional account, the outlaw heroes are kidnapped 
just before the fatal ambush in 1934 and forced to work covertly 
for the government, defending the working class. Their 
special skills—violence and cunning, plus an unwavering love 
and trust in each other—make them effective, but expendable 
assets. As they undertake dangerous assignments, Bonnie 
and Clyde also address their own failures and put themselves 
on a path to redemption. 

In the first book, Resurrection Road, the outlaws race to 
save President (and famous Granger) Franklin D. Roosevelt 
from an assassin trying to scuttle the New Deal. 

In Dam Nation, the second book, Bonnie and Clyde 
are dispatched to save Hoover Dam, a federally-funded 
infrastructure project, from sabotage that could derail the 
country’s economic recovery. 

In book three, Radioactive—released May 23, the 85th 
anniversary of the outlaws’ “alleged” deaths—they are deep 
undercover at the Hanford site (in Richland, Washington, part 
of The Manhattan Project), trying to protect atomic secrets 
from Russian and Nazi spies. 

The plot of all three books switches back and forth 
between the 1980s, where the elderly and newly-widowed 
Bonnie shares the real story of their lives with a down-on-his-
luck reporter, and their risky escapades in the 1930s and 40s.

So, what role does the National Grange play? 
The members are quiet heroes in all three books—they 

provide a network of safe houses so the reformed outlaws can 
accomplish their missions to defend the working class and 
rural Americans. In Radioactive, Grange members play their 
biggest role yet. 

Hays and McFall have long admired the Grange, and got 

the idea for making the organization a pivotal character in the 

what-if trilogy from historical research combined with road 

trips around their home in Oregon where the Grange is active. 

“With the Grange’s history of advocacy for rural 

communities and its forward-thinking initiatives, who better to 

be a force behind rehabilitating Bonnie and Clyde and putting 

them on the trail to fight against the fat cats responsible for 

the Great Depression?” said author Clark Hays. 

There are a few steamy scenes between Bonnie and Clyde 

(making the series geared to Youth-age and older) and the 

action is non-stop thrilling with plenty of laughs, but the 

trilogy also tells a serious tale about economic fairness and 

the challenge of redemption. A recent review from Kirkus 

compared the fictional versions of Bonnie and Clyde to 

another famous couple of the 1930s —wisecracking Nick and 

Nora Charles from The Thin Man—noting that “underlying all 

the shenanigans is a serious consideration of the nature of 

patriotism in America.”

The series is available on Amazon or at your favorite 

bookstore. More information—and author-signed copies—are 

available at www.pumpjackpress.com. 

Radioactive is the final in the three-part series of novels 
that re-imagines what could have happened to the infamous 
outlaws, Bonnie and Clyde, had they not died in 1934 but 
instead began working for good.

Final book of 3 reveals Grange as major player


